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Duration is about 60 minutes with no intermission.
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疒泘癩☮ Synopsis

㵴✃✿鐁ꄆ釒氳典重佭☜띷䄄⛼㳄䉁⢹䉕✃갾䙬敜攄┉럅⢹䉕䬷催㛻氳䡗㶩ㅩ
┉㛿╯╈✃ꄆ郀⿵⠕Ⳃ⛼㛡埡洇✿䏭㜦䓯ㅩ✃鎊┘鎊憡▽䷅⪌㛡辑庌䇭㕙樧┉⮊齉
鶡㷤氳㜁䒎✃釒┘釒⩝稸稸
⪭㴨䄄⛼儗骰氳蔟鏒艃ꦉ縤ⲅⱱ氳泘嘆僘蜸䍛憶氳件釲䚋Déjà Vu
վ☕걊敾䘶傪տ♓┎⠕ꦉ縤庌啶䡗┉⠕䐮㑔炙働䋟⛈郀ꦉ氳◬孳艃➡鵿磶鵂鷪庌氳
骰냉Ⳃ⛼⽰捙穓氳ꦉ縤䤗䄇鎃ꄄ䓙䄄⛼氳哯䒟艃㲋紶榺嫏㎜ր뇩☕烖䣆邯鵳䢦ց諠轱竭泃     

⩡蚓蟒鷾頢Clément Dazin稶Ⱚվ☕걊敾䘶傪տ課榺哗癩氳ⱉ㕙䎬䌋鵿磶껊䢊ꦉ縤艃樧
♏☕걊炙働氳、䓙洇⛍蔟鏒矀䄇氳骰냉鷝䢊㴨⯞矀ꟻ⪌杼氳炙働㳻銨
What is the most important thing for you: Work? Family? Health? Would you sacrifice a little health 

for greater success? What movements do you repeat most frequently during the day? Do these 

things seem absurd? Should you juggle more so as to get more? When everything is moving too 

fast, do you need have to stop before you get hooked?

There is clearly a link between the absurdity of work itself and the absurdity of juggling work 

commitments. Humanoptère creates a micro-society of seven jugglers and allows complex 

exchanges and relationships to emerge. The show offers an allegory for specific perceptions and 

definitions of work. These themes are examined through the of the performers' movements, by 

paying close attention to the body and via disciplined juggling technique.
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뇩☕烖䣆邯鵳䢦 La Main de l'Homme艃ꦉ縤⽰껊䢊僘ꪞ䅻䍛憶氳鵿磶 攒⮯蜸ꄆ亥䣆ⳛ⽰艸駬
2016䇗Ⱚ䋧亥嫏㎜⺒攒䥽事㔷儗㎯➘┉波Ⱚ⛼艸⺐䢒㛛庌⛼⿁䡗▉祺䅻㏇㎜⪐㛛ꝧ鰾
䄄⛼㏵㏇樧㏑ꪞ䅻孨驳☾⠟▉㏇㛻㑔㎜꤂諠轱疒庌䐍ꄅ硝掄⪐泎⮽舧齉僘
諠轱竭泃⩡蚓蟒鷾頢Clément Dazinュ亥♓哗癩氳ⱉ㕙䎬䌋庌㞞鍸芙㏑踅⪌杯♏艸䢊
ⱉ⽰㈩⿊轵艸⩕碜鵂鷪紈㱄艃骰냉氳驳Ⳃㄌ鈶浑舅骰榟⽝䗰䚋氳⪦둜
La Main de l'Homme has a strong link with juggling and circus in general, but also with gesture and 

dance. Established in Strasbourg (France), the company has been co-operating, since its creation in 

2016, with creation, dissemination, artistic activities and transmission activities. Very active locally, 

she also performs at major international festivals, from Rio de Janeiro to Taipei.

His artistic director, Clément Dazin, practices a form of choreographed juggling, inspired by his 

many past experiences between dance, circus, juggling and gymnastics. Inspired by contemporary 

themes, his shows break down the practice, ignoring the boundaries between circus and dance.
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载塡揩疒泘稘┕ゖⷑ
Weiwuying Online Questionnaire

哯䒟艃庌筰  |  ⩡蚓蟒鷾頢
庌        縖  |  껊┊树䌙
                           ⩡蚓蟒鷾頢
                           ⶥㄲ⚊懃
                           伺弩俋训
                           껊┊亩禵埡⺎
                           ꦾ硱䐼눚㒟
                           㱨典㶼硕㕐㡂
掸⩞錄銷艃䄄艸⺐泃涎  |  典㶼劲粪
ꮠ䷞錄銷  |  劲⮛ꄅꡦ儦
ꮠ䷞䄄  |  栨螥堷鞞⿊叝
㵷庌Ⲃ杼  |  繷禵鳟事硱事
僜         遫  |  菒㠄ꭘ粪
䃿庌祺硕  |  禵⩡㛡Ⲿ⩡蚓撨
                       㱨㠄颛撨傻
                       껊┊ⱶ䥽匤⪱
                       Ⳓ栐㤚䐼䥽䣛ꦾ
                       薈䥽奄䡌攒
                       Ⳓ⡑Ⲿ虝䌙撨

庌倧邯⛼㎯꣣  Creative and Production Team

Conception  |  Clément DAZIN

With and by  |  Martin CERF 

                             Clément DAZIN 

                             Bogdan ILLOUZ 

                             Minh Tam KAPLAN 

                             Martin SCHWIETZKE

                             Renaud ROUÉ  

                             Antoine GUILLAUME

Light designer and stage manager  |  Tony GUÉRIN

Sound designer  |  Grégory ADOIR

Sound engineer  |  Mathieu FERRASSON

Assistant to the director  |  Hervé DIASNAS

Costume  |  Fanny VERAN

Booking  |  La Magnanerie – Victor LECLÈRE 

                     Anne HERRMANN 

                     Martin GALAMEZ 

                     Lauréna De La TORRE

                     Sarah BIGOT

                     Lauren LEFEBVRE

攒⮯䚋销嫏㎜諠乄䫠䊸竭糓嫏㎜㏇⺐働
Special thanks to Institut Français and 

Bureau Français de Taipei


